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palavras-chave 

 
 

resumo 
 

 

Os sistemas multiprocessador são uma tecnologia emergente. O pro-

jecto Hijdra, que está a ser desenvolvido na “NXP semiconductors 

Research” é um sistema multiprocessador de tempo real que corre apli-

cações com constrangimentos do tipo “hard” e “soft”. Nestes sistemas, 

os processadores comunicam através de uma rede de silício. As aplica-

ções que correm no sistema multiprocessador consistem em múltiplas 

tarefas que correm em processadores embutidos. Achar soluções para o 

mapeamento das tarefas é o maior problema destes sistemas. Uma apli-

cação para este sistema que tem vindo a ser estudada é o “Car Radio”. 

Esta dissertação diz respeito a uma aplicação de rádio digital (DRM) 

na arquitectura Hijdra. Neste contexto, uma aplicação de um receptor de 

DRM foi estudada. Um modelo de análise de “Data Flow” foi extraído a 

partir da aplicação, foi estudada a latência introduzida na rede de silício 

pela introdução de um novo processador (acelerador de Viterbi) e foi 

estudada a possibilidade do mapeamento das várias tarefas da aplica-

ção em diferentes processadores a correr em paralelo.  

Muitas estratégias ainda ficaram por definir a fim de optimizar o 

desempenho da aplicação do receptor de DRM de modo a esta poder 

trabalhar de uma forma mais eficaz. 
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abstract 

 
Multiprocessor systems are an emerging technology. The Hijdra pro-

ject being developed at NXP semiconductors Research is a 

multiprocessor system running with both hard and soft real time stream-

ing media jobs. These jobs consist of multiple tasks running on 

embedded multiprocessors. Finding good solutions for job mapping is the 

main problem of these systems. One application which has being studied 

for Hijdra is the “Car Radio”. 

This thesis concerns the study of a digital radio receptor application 

(DRM) in Hijdra architecture. In this context, a data flow model of analy-

sis was extracted from the application, the latency introduced by the 

addition of a new tile (Viterbi accelerator) and eventual speed gains were 

studied and the possibility of mapping the different tasks of the applica-

tion in different processors was foreseen.   

Many strategies were yet to be defined in order to optimize the appli-

cation performance so it can work more effectively in the multiprocessor 

system. 
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1 Introduction 

 

1.1 Background and Context 

 

Hijdra project being developed at NXP Semiconductors Research (formerly Philips Research) has the 

objective of developing design and temporal analysis techniques for embedded multiprocessors systems 

based on silicon networks with guarantees of real-time performance [16]. Silicon networks allow estab-

lishing communication channels with maximum latency and available bandwidth guarantees between 

processes loaded on different processors. One of the objectives of the project consists on the develop-

ment of a system simulator in a software environment and on the analysis of the performance of Car 

Radio applications. One of the applications running on the Car Radio simulator is DRM (Digital Radio 

Mondiale) receptor. The DRM software receiver was provided by Catena, and it is a complex applica-

tion which accepts as inputs OFDM (Orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing) [18] symbols and 

produces AAC (Advanced Audio Coder) frames as output. To do that, a multistage decoder [8] which 

includes a Viterbi decoder [19] is used. Hijdra Architecture [1], explained on Chapter 2 is a multiproces-

sor which includes several tiles. DRM application runs on a TriMedia [20] processor. Through cycle 

counting, it was able to verify that Viterbi decoding is the most cycle consuming task on DRM Receiver. 

The gain of having Viterbi decoding running on a different tile (Viterbi accelerator) can be substantial 

because TriMedia can be running other tasks while Viterbi is executing. The addition of a new tile can 

be also profitable due to the fact that many other digital signal processing applications also use Viterbi 

decoder. The Hijdra Architecture is based on Æthereal NoC (Network-on-Chip) [2] which is a Silicon 

network, that has latency and throughput constrains. Although speed gain can be achieved by paralleliz-

ing the software code, this may not be enough to compensate the time wasted on passing the 

information through the silicon network. 

The principal aim of this dissertation is to study the viability of the implementation of a Viterbi ac-

celerator in the Car Radio Simulator.  

 

 

1.2 Scope and Objectives 

 

One of the problems to be resolved in a multiprocessor system is the choice of processing units. One 

of the applications that can be implemented in these kinds of systems is a Digital Radio Mondiale 
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(DRM) receptor. Although there is already one implementation of this application running on TriMedia, 

there are important issues that need answers: 

1 - What is the application performance when communication between processor caches and system 

memories is performed through a silicon network? Does the extra latency introduced by the silicon net-

work affect too much the performance? 

2 - Will it be worth, from the performance of the system point of view, to use a hardware accelerator 

for Viterbi decoder, taking into account the communication time between the TriMedia and the accelera-

tor? 

3 – As the simulator has real-time constrains, the worst case performance is as much or even more 

relevant than the medium case observed in the simulator. What is the performance worst case (in differ-

ent mapping schemes) and what is the difference between the worst case and medium case? 

 

 

 

1.3 Achievements 

 

To answer the questions above it was necessary to develop an extension of the simulator with a 

Viterbi accelerator, to re-write the DRM application to allow multiple mapping solutions, and to obtain a 

temporal analysis model to compare worst case with simulator performance. In this context, Hijdra ar-

chitecture and the code of DRM application were studied. The following text resumes the work done: 

• Advanced Audio Coder (AAC) decoder was attached to DRM application; 

• Viterbi decoder accelerator was added to the multiprocessor system simulator; 

• DRM application code was re-written in Khan Processes Network allowing the exploration 

of mapping parallelism and the extraction of a data flow model necessary to proceed to the 

temporal analysis of the system; 

• A Cyclo-Static data flow (CSDF) analysis model of the Khan Processes Network implemen-

tation was extracted; 

• Simulations were made with DRM application assuming different mapping schemes of 

Viterbi decoder task. 
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1.4 Overview of Dissertation 

 

The organization of this dissertation is as follows. A chapter of theory background (chapter 2) was 

included, with the most relevant information of Multiprocessor systems, the Car Radio Simulator, 

Cyclo-Static and Synchronous data flow, DRM and AAC decoder. The most relevant work is described 

on Chapter 3, results are presented on chapter 4 and conclusions on chapter 5. 

Detailed information on DRM encoding/decoding and multilevel encoding and multistage decoding 

can be found on Appendix A. Information of Viterbi decoder can be found in Appendix B. Appendix C 

and D are the user and installation guide. On the user guide, information about the code developed and 

respective folders, how results were measured and information on the files containing these measure-

ments can be consulted.  
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2 Background 

 

Consumer demand on the latest in-car infotainment applications ranging from stereo, navigation, 

MP3 players to video entertainment, is increasingly driving the use of electronics in cars. Future car ra-

dio systems will be able to process different types of data streams, and receive a number of terrestrial 

and satellite data channels simultaneously.  

Modern multimedia applications are becoming more complex and demanding more processing 

power. In many cases it can be more efficient to combine several average-speed processor cores and 

divide the workload between them to achieve a high performance. A Multiprocessor System on Chip 

(MPSoC) is an approach that combines several tiles on one single chip. Tiles can contain general pur-

pose processors, digital signal processors, application domain processors and memories. 

Communications between tiles are made by a Network-on-Chip (NoC). These networks contain routers, 

network interfaces and network links. NoC’s can deliver a scalable and flexible communication infra-

structure. Hijdra Project [1], developed at NXP Eindhoven, is a MPSoC built over Æthereal NoC [2] 

with the objective to design a scalable and predictable system.   Within the Hijdra and Æthereal projects, 

a car radio simulation environment which allows cycle accurate simulation was studied. 

 

 

2.1 Multiprocessor System on Chip and Network on Chip 

 

MPSoC allows the integration of a heterogeneous mix of processing and memory components on a 

single chip. On a MPSoC, communications between processors are implemented on a NoC. NoC is an 

emerging paradigm for communications within systems implemented on a single silicon chip.  Modules 

such as processor cores, memories and specialized IP blocks (Intellectual Property Core), exchange data 

using a network as a "public transportation" sub-system for the information traffic. A NoC is constructed 

from multiple point-to-point data links interconnected by switches (routers), such that messages can be 

sent from any source module to any destination module over several links by making routing decisions 

at the switches. It is similar to a modern telecommunications network, using digital bit-packet switching 

over multiplexed links. Wires in the links are shared by many signals and a high level of parallelism is 

achieved because all links in the NoC can operate simultaneously on different data packets. As the com-

plexity of integrated systems keeps growing, a NoC provides enhanced performance such as throughput 

and scalability in comparison with previous communication architectures (e.g., dedicated point-to-point 

signal wires, shared buses, or segmented buses with bridges). Algorithms must be designed in a way that 
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they offer large parallelism maximizing the potential of the NoC. In this way it can provide a flexible, 

scalable, and predictable on-chip communication infrastructure.  

Hijdra MPSoC architecture template is illustrated on Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1. Hijdra architecture template 

 

 

2.2 Car radio simulator 

 

The car radio simulator is based on Hijdra architecture template and it is represented on Figure 2. It 

contains three programmable processors, a Viterbi accelerator, peripheral interfaces and a SDRAM 

memory controller.  

DSP (Digital Signal Processor) is used for audio post processing and sample rate conversion. These 

tasks are small assembly coded programs that work on small data structures. DSP has small local memo-

ries to store the program and data structures. 

TriMedia [17] is a VLIW (Very Long Instruction Word) media processor from NXP Semiconductors 

(formerly Philips Semiconductors). TriMedia is a Harvard architecture CPU that features many DSP and 

SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data) operations to efficiently process audio and video data streams. 

This processor is suitable for large programs because an optimizing compiler is available. On this proc-

essor we execute the DRM reception. The program is stored in the SDRAM because the code size of 

DRM is larger than 200 Kbytes. 

Processing of control code is made by ARM9. This processor can execute an operating system and 

system configuration software.  The system is configured before a job starts. The code for this processor 

is usually large, so it is stored in SDRAM. 
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Processors have uncached access to local memories in which the input and output buffers of the tasks 

are stored. 

Memory controller has ports for low latency (LL) and latency tolerant (LT) streams. Each cache is 

connected to its LL port. A processor can use posted writes to write data directly in to the memory via a 

LT port. 

 

 

Figure 2.  Car radio multiprocessor system 

 

 

The Hijdra Architecture provides an important attribute. It can be designed to be composable. A 

highly composable system provides recombinant components that can be selected and assembled in 

various combinations to satisfy specific user requirements. One essential attribute that makes a system 

composable is that it is self contained. Other essential attribute is that it treats each request as an inde-

pendent transaction, unrelated to any previous request, so, the system is stateless. This means that the 

temporal behaviour of one job is independent from another.  
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2.3 Khan Process Networks, Synchronous and Cyclo-Static Data Flow 

 

 

Khan Process Networks [21] [22] are a model of communication where concurrent autonomous 

processes communicate through a FIFO queue and synchronization is made with a blocking/read primi-

tive. Processes are connected by a connection channel, forming a network. These communication 

channels are the only way that processes can exchange information. To make an exchange of data, there 

has to be a process producing data elements called tokens, and a process that consumes those tokens. 

When a process attempts to get data from an input channel, the execution of this process needs to be 

suspended. A process cannot test the presence or absence of data in a channel. A process is either en-

abled or blocked waiting for data on only one of its input channels.  A producer process can always 

write to a channel, and does not stall the process. A consumer process can be stalled reading from a 

channel. Reading from a channel is a blocking process. The process can only continue when there are 

enough tokens on the channel to be able to complete the process. Not every process needs to have a 

reading channel. They can be a pure data source. Khan Process Networks are deterministic. For a certain 

sequence of inputs, there is only one possible sequence of outputs.  A simple example of a Khan Process 

Network is represented on Figure 3. 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Khan Process Network 

 

 

A pseudo-code with syntax similar to C can be used to define this Khan Process Network: 
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In this case, if P1 reads as input an odd number, P3 will block. If the input is even, the process net-

work will not block.  

Khan Process Networks cannot be scheduled statically.  In more complex networks there are situa-

tions were processes will block due to static schedule. It is not possible to derive, at compile time, a 

sequence of process activations such that the Network does not block under any circumstance. Instead 

of static schedule, Khan Process Networks have to be dynamically scheduled. The process to be acti-

vated at a certain time has to be decided during execution time, based on the current situation. This 

causes a huge overhead in implementing Khan Process Networks. They are too general, and cannot be 

implemented efficiently.  

Data flow networks are a particular case of Khan Process Networks. A particular kind of Data Flow 

Networks that can be implemented efficiently, are Synchronous Data Flow [3] (SDF) Networks. These 

Data Flow models add some restrictions to Khan Process Networks. A process produces and consumes a 

fixed number of tokens on each of its outgoing and incoming channels. For a process to fire, it must 

have at least as many tokens on its input channels as it has to consume. For a correct SDF Network, a 

static schedule can be derived, and there is a partial order of events. 
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Applications can be divided in to independently operational parts called jobs (sometimes one appli-

cation is one job). Each job consists of several tasks, which are the smallest functional units of an 

application. To ensure quality on multimedia applications, stream processing has real-time requirements, 

demanding that the time it takes to process a data packet is bounded. The number of output packets per 

second a job produces (throughput) is at least predefined. Tasks have worst execution times, and in this 

time, they consume a fixed number of tokens on every output. A token is defined as a container in which 

a fixed amount of data can be stored. During every execution of a task, the same amounts of tokens are 

produced. Another important constrain of real time systems is the time a job takes to start producing 

output packets (latency).  

A job can be specified as a SDF and mapped in to a multiprocessor platform. Data flow is a natural 

paradigm for describing DSP (Digital Signal Processing) applications for current implementation on 

parallel hardware. Data flow programs for signal processing are directed graphs where each node repre-

sents a function and each arc represents a signal path. In SDF, the number of data packets consumed and 

produced by each node on each invocation is specified a priori (note that a node correspond to a task). 

An example of a simple SDF graph is shown on Figure 4 

 

 

Figure 4.  Simple SDF graph 

 

In this example, actor (node) A produces 2 tokens and actor B consumes 3 tokens for each firing. In a 

valid SDF schedule, the first in/first out (FIFO) buffers on each arc return to their initial state after one 

schedule period.  

Cyclo-Static Data Flow (CSDF) [15] is a generalization of SDF which each actor can have many 

phases. In CSDF, actors have cyclic changing firing rules. The number of tokens produced and con-

sumed by an actor can vary from one firing to another one in a cyclic predictable pattern. It is then 

possible to construct periodic schedules using techniques based on those developed for SDF [23].  

An example of a CSDF is represented on Figure 5 
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Figure 5. CSDF Graph 

 

In this example, actors A and B have two distinct phases. On the first phase, channel C2 is used, and 

on the second phase channel C1. 

With CSDF model it is possible to analytically derive the cycle that determines the throughput after 

conversion to a SDF. This model is well suited for multirate signal processing applications.  

SDF model makes it possible to derive minimal throughput and maximum latency with analytical 

techniques [1]. HAPI [4] (Hijdra Application Programmer’s Interface) developed at Philips Research 

simulates SDF graphs. HAPI is built on YAPI [5] (Y-chart Application Programmer’s Interface), a Sys-

temC library also developed at Philips Research.  HAPI simulates communication between processes 

with worst-case timing. The worst-case time that data can arrive is made visible, making it possible to 

reason about the throughput and the latency. The main advantages between HAPI and the Car Radio 

Simulator are the visibility of worst case temporal behaviour, and simulation speed. Simulations with 

the Car Radio simulator based on Æthereal can take some hours while in HAPI it takes some seconds. 
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3 Digital Radio Mondiale 

 

A DRM software receptor is to be implemented on the Car Radio simulator. Understanding DRM 

was essential in order to put it working on the Car Radio Simulator. An even more deep understanding 

was necessary to develop and attach functions to the software in order to have the application running 

on the simulator and producing an audible audio file. Data dependencies of the code were also studied. 

For these reasons it is important to include a Chapter about DRM. 

 

  

3.1.1 General information 

 

Since the first hour of radio broadcast, almost all Medium Wave (MW) and Long Wave (LW) trans-

mitters use Amplitude Modulation (AM) for the transmission of audio signals. The modulation scheme 

as well as the small channel bandwidth of 10 KHz highly limits the audio quality which is the reason 

why commonly speech signals are transmitted in these bands. In the end of 2003 the European Tele-

communications Standards Institute (ETSI) published the specification for digital radio broadcast below 

30 MHz using a multi carrier technique called Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex (OFDM) [18]. 

The system was named Digital Radio Mondiale (DRM) and the audio quality of the streams reaches or 

exceeds the quality of FM mono transmissions. This results from advanced coding techniques. The ad-

vanced audio coding standard (AAC) combined with Spectral Band Replication (SBR) and parametric 

stereo provide high audio quality at very low bit rates. Beside AAC the DRM standard defines the 

HVXC and CELP codec to be used for transmitting speech signals. Bandwidth can be either 10 KHz or 

20 KHz depending on the desired quality of transmission. 

ETSI ES 201 980 [6] defines DRM Standards. It is the upcoming successor of AM radio and pro-

vides a flexible and efficient audio and data broadcasting standard. The intention of the DRM standard 

is to combine FM-like sound-quality on the AM frequency bands below 30 MHz with a large national or 

international coverage area by a small number of transmitting sites. 
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3.1.2 System overview 

 

The DRM system is designed to be used at any frequency below 30 MHz, i.e. within the long, me-

dium and short wave broadcasting bands, with variable channelization constraints and propagation 

conditions throughout these bands. In order to satisfy these operating constraints, different transmission 

modes are available. A transmission mode is defined by transmission parameters classified in two types: 

• Signal bandwidth related parameters; 

• Transmission efficiency related parameters.  

The first type of parameter defines the total amount of frequency bandwidth and the structure used 

for one transmission. The current channel widths for radio broadcasting below 30 MHz are 9 kHz and 

10 kHz. The DRM system is designed to be used within these nominal bandwidths in order to satisfy the 

current planning situation, and within channels with a bandwidth multiple of 4.5 kHz (half of 9 kHz) or 

5 kHz (half of 10 kHz) to allow for simulcast with analogue AM signals or to provide for larger trans-

mission capacity where and when the planning constraints allow for such facility. 

It may additionally provide for channel bandwidths which are not strictly included within the ITU 

(International Telecommunications Union) channelization, but which would allow increased system ca-

pacity under relaxed interference condition.  

For any value of the signal bandwidth parameter, transmission efficiency related parameters are de-

fined to allow a trade off between capacity (useful bit rate) and ruggedness to noise or multipath and 

Doppler. These parameters are of two types: 

 - Coding rate and constellation parameters, defining the code rate and constellations which are 

used to convey data, 

 - OFDM symbol parameters, defining the structure of the OFDM symbols to be used as a func-

tion of the propagation conditions, called “Ground Wave mode”, “Sky Wave mode” and “Highly Robust 

modes”. 

 

3.1.3 DRM Frame Transmission 

 

In the current analogue broadcast systems, every radio channel contains one audio service and maybe 

some service data via Radio Data System (RDS). DRM transmission chain is characterized by three 

channels, the Main Service channel (MSC), the Fast Access Channel (FAC) and the Service Description 

Channel (SDC). A DRM super frame is represented on Figure 6.   
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Figure 6.  DRM super frame 

 

 

The Main Service Channel (MSC) contains the data for all services contained in the DRM multiplex. 

The multiplex may contain between one and four services. Each service may carry audio or audio and 

data. The gross bit-rate of the MSC is dependent upon the DRM channel bandwidth and transmission 

mode. MSC consists of two parts which are each assigned a protection level. This way unequal protec-

tion error can be provided for one or more channels. Equal error protection is possible assigning the 

same level of protection for both parts. The MSC is divided into logical frames of 400ms. 

The Fast Access Channel (FAC) is used to provide service selection information for fast scanning. It 

contains information about the channel parameters (for example the spectrum occupancy) such that the 

receiver is able to begin to decode the multiplex effectively. It also contains information about the ser-

vices in the multiplex to allow the receiver to either decode this multiplex or change frequency and try 

again. The periodicity of the FAC frame is 400ms. The service parameters are carried in successive FAC 

frames, one service per frame. The service based information is carried in every FAC and each FAC 

contains the information for one service. The broadcaster may choose the way in which the FAC for 

each service is repeated to suit his requirements. For example, if he transmits an audio service and two 

data services, he may chose to send the FAC for the audio service on alternate frames to reduce the scan 

time for audio at the expense of increased time for data. 

Service description channel (SDC) gives information on how to decode the MSC, how to find alter-

nate sources of the same data, and gives attributes to the services within the multiplex. Alternative 

frequency checking may be achieved, without loss of service, by keeping the data carried in the SDC 

quasi-static. Therefore the data in the SDC frames has to be carefully managed. The SDC frame perio-

dicity is 1200ms. The data capacity of the SDC frame varies with the spectrum occupancy of the 

multiplex and other parameters. The capacity can be further increased where necessary by varying the 

repetition pattern of the SDC frames. 
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3.1.4 General system architecture 

 

Figure 7 describes the general encoder (transmitter) side of the DRM system. Different audio encod-

ers can be used to encode the audio input stream, depending of the transmission capacity and content 

(audio/speech). 

The source encoder and pre-coders ensure the adaptation of the input streams into an appropriate 

digital transmission format. For the case of audio source encoding, this functionality includes audio 

compression techniques. Different audio encoders can be used to encode the audio input stream, de-

pending on the transmission capacity and content (audio/speech). DRM uses Advanced Audio Coding 

(AAC) extended by Spectral Band Replication (SBR) for audio and Code Excited Linear Prediction 

(CELP) for speech. The output of the source encoder(s) and the data stream pre-coder may comprise 2 

parts requiring 2 different levels of protection within the subsequent channel encoder. All services have 

to make use of one or both of the same 2 levels of protection. The Multiplexer combines the protection 

levels of all data and audio services.  

 

 

Figure 7. DRM transmitter scheme 

 

 

After the pre-encoding the data stream and source encoding the audio stream, the bits are encoded by 

the Multilevel Coding (MLC) scheme using energy dispersal, convolutional encoding and bit interleav-

ing. The energy dispersal scrambler provides a deterministic selective complementing of bits in order to 

reduce the possibility that systematic patterns result in unwanted regularity in the transmitted signal. At 

the receiver bits are decoded with a multistage decoder using Viterbi Decoder [8]. 
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The channel encoder adds redundant information  for error correction, and defines the mapping of 

the digitally encoded information onto QAM (Quadrature Amplitude Modulation) cells. The parameters 

for the MLC encoder depend on the desired error protection levels of the information. Encoded bits are 

mapped with a 4-QAM, 16-QAM or 64-QAM modulation scheme. MSC cells are cell interleaved to 

prevent burst errors at the receiver side. Cell interleaving can be short or long. Short interleaving only 

uses cells from one frame while long interleaving uses cells from five frames. The receiver will have to 

wait for at least five frames to start decoding. 

The pilot generator provides a means to derive channel state information in the receiver, allowing for 

a coherent demodulation of the signal. The OFDM cell mapper collects the different classes of cells and 

places them on the time frequency grid. The inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) maps the signal 

back from the frequency domain into the time domain. After the IFFT a guard time is added to prevent 

inter symbol interference and perform time synchronization at the receiver. After the modulator, the 

OFDM symbol is ready to be transmitted on the desired carrier frequency. 

Resuming all above, digital sound broadcasting system comprises conceptually distinct transmission 

stages: 

- The audio signal must first be converted to digital form. Since the raw bit-rate that results is 

impracticably high, a form of bit-rate reduction tailored to the signal properties is then applied. This is 

referred to as source coding. 

- The source-coded data is then multiplexed together with any other data that forms part of the pay-

load. 

- The multiplexed data of the payload is subjected to channel coding to increase its ruggedness. 

    -  The channel-coded data is modulated onto the RF signal for transmission.  

 

Source coding reduces the data rate while channel coding increases it.  

At the receiving end, the receiver first acquires synchronization with the signal, and then reverses the 

transmission stages by means of the following processes: 

 - Demodulation; 

 - Channel decoding (correcting the transmission errors); 

 - Demultiplexing the transmitted data into component streams; 

 - Source decoding (to obtain an audio signal from the audio stream). 

More information on DRM encoding/decoding can be found on Appendix A. 
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3.2 Advanced Audio Coder  

 

ISO/IEC 14496-3 [12] defines the MPEG-4 Audio standard. The audio coding standard MPEG-4 

AAC is part of the MPEG-4 Audio standard. DRM uses the Advanced Audio Coding (AAC), supple-

mented by Spectral Band Replication (SBR). 

 

3.2.1 General overview 

   

Waveform coders like AAC, work by analyzing the content of each part of the audio spectrum and 

describing each one no more accurately than is needed in order to satisfy the ear of the listener. Sounds 

that are masked by nearby louder sounds are discarded altogether. AAC follows in the tradition of 

MPEG-1 Layer 2 and MP3 in this regard, and forms part of the MPEG-4 standard. However, even with 

the advances made, it is difficult to deliver an “FM-like” 15 kHz bandwidth using AAC alone at the 

very low bit-rates envisaged, without introducing audible artefacts. The answer lies in the combination 

of AAC with the SBR technique. The SBR technique synthesizes the sounds which fall within the high-

est frequency octave-and-a-bit. Sounds in this range are usually either:  

 - Noise-like (sibilance, percussion instruments such as shakers, brushed cymbals etc.),  or 

 - Periodic and related to what appears lower in the spectrum (overtones of instruments or voiced 

sounds).  

At the sender, the highest-frequency band of the audio signal is examined to determine the spectral 

distribution and whether it falls into one of the categories above. A small amount of side information is 

then prepared for transmission to help the decoder. The highest-frequency band is then removed before 

the remaining main band of the audio signal is passed to the AAC coder, which codes it in the conven-

tional way. At the receiver, the AAC decoder first decodes the main band of the audio signal. The SBR 

decoder then adds the synthetic upper band, helped by the instructions sent in the side information. 

Overtones are derived from the output of the AAC decoder, while noise-like sounds are synthesized us-

ing a noise generator with suitable spectral shaping.  

The possibility of stereo operation is foreseen, although this would only be sensible if it was possible 

to use a double-width channel of 18 or 20 kHz RF bandwidth. 
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3.2.2 AAC Super Audio Frame 

 

An AAC super audio frame (Figure 8) is 400ms long (equal to one DRM frame). One MSC frame 

carries one AAC super audio frame. An AAC super audio frame has two parts. One higher protected part 

and one lower protected part.  

 

3.2.2.1 Higher protected part 

The higher protected part contains one header followed by higher protected blocks. The number of 

higher protected blocks equals the number of AAC frames in the audio super frame.  

The header contains the absolute position of the frame borders that are used to recover the length of 

each AAC frame. The frame borders are stored consecutively in the header occupying 12 bits each (un-

signed integer, most significant bit first). Frame borders are measured in bytes from the start of the AAC 

bit stream sequence. Header does not contain information about the last frame border since it is possible 

to calculate it by subtracting the previous frame border to the audio payload length. In the case of 10 

audio frames header size will be 12 bits x 9 Frame borders = 108 bits plus 4 padding bits that are added 

to make the value divisible by 8. Header size in this case is 112 bits.    

One higher protected block contains a certain amount of bytes from the start of each AAC frame, de-

pendent upon the UEP (Unequal Error Protection) profile. One 8-bit CRC check derived from the CRC-

bits of the corresponding AAC frame follows. For a mono signal, the CRC-bits cover (mono1, mono2). 

For a stereo signal, the CRC-bits cover (stereo1, stereo2, stereo3, stereo4, stereo5). 

 

3.2.2.2 Lower protected part 

The lower protected bytes (the remaining bytes not stored in the higher protected part) of the AAC 

frames are stored consecutively in the lower protected part. 

 

Figure 8.  AAC Super Audio Frame 
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4 DRM on Hijdra 

 

DRM reception software runs on TriMedia. The aim is to divide the code and “pull out” Viterbi de-

coding so it can run on the Viterbi accelerator at the same time that other tasks run on the TriMedia. Two 

different approaches can be considered. Construct the task graph and fill the tasks with different pieces 

of code, or divide the code and then construct the task graph with it. The first approach seemed to be 

reasonable, but several complications arisen due to problems sending data over the FIFOS. The second 

approach showed to be easier to implement. This chapter describes how the code was divided and im-

plemented.  

 

4.1 Implementation of the DRM receiver 

 

The first thing was to add an audio decoder to DRM receiver because it was only producing non au-

dible AAC frames. In order to decode them, functions were developed and were put together along with 

Dream (Free DRM software receptor) and FAAD (Free Audio Advanced Decoder) functions.  As soon 

as the simulator was producing an audible file (.wav) dividing the code was the next step. 

DRM receptor is a complex code, and the function performing Viterbi decoding was deep inside 

many “if” and “for” statements. At this stage the code can be represented by the task graph on figure 9. 

One can observe that it is necessary to make 25 reads in order to produce one AAC frame. Reads are 

made from a text file containing OFDM symbols. Each read corresponds to the amount of 4*768 floats. 

Drm_task decodes the symbols and produces AAC frames. Viterbi function is inside Drm_task and 

needs to be “pulled out”. The problem here is that Viterbi decoder is deep inside many functions and 

cyclic functions performed in Drm_task. To be able to “pull out” Viterbi, it is necessary to know the be-

haviour in each conditional statement. Depending on the input data, a determined conditional statement 

could or could not take part, or the number of iterations on a “for” statement for example, could vary. 

The behaviour of the code is different for MSC and for SDC data, and it is even different between MSC 

data of DRM frame 1, and MSC data from DRM frame 2. Knowing every detail of code behaviour al-

lowed writing the code in a straight forward way, which in turn made it easier to study data 

dependencies.  
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Figure 9.  DRM receiver task graph 

 

 

 

4.2 The Viterbi decoder 

 

DRM transmitter uses a multilevel encoder. Multilevel encoders join channel encoding with modula-

tion producing powerful transmission schemes. DRM uses an iterative multistage decoder (for OFDM 

symbols) performing Viterbi decoding at the receiver. As the number of iteration gets higher, a higher 

reliability on the decoded symbol can be achieved.  A 64-QAM Multilevel encoder and multistage de-

coder are represented on Figure 10. Multilevel encoder would have only 2 levels for 16-QAM and 1 for 

4-QAM. More information on Multilevel encoding/decoding can be found in Appendix 1. 

 

 

Figure 10.  (a) - Multilevel encoder 64-QAM; (b) – Multistage decoder 64-QAM 
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In a DRM super frame, as said on clause 3.1.3, there are three channels. Each channel is transmitted 

with a different modulation scheme according to their purposes. For example, data needed to synchro-

nize frames need to be reliable, and so, a more powerful scheme is needed to assure that.  

 Depending on the transmission modes SDC and MSC can be either modulated with 16-QAM or 64-

QAM. We used mode A, QPSK for FAC, 16-QAM for SDC and 64-QAM for MSC. Multistage decod-

ers for each one of these modulation schemes (explained on [11]) are represented on Figures 11, 12 and 

13. These figures are represented with the names of variables used in the code. For simplicity, feedback 

of multistage decoder was removed.  

 

 

Figure 11.  Multistage decoder for 4-QAM 

 

 

 

Figure 12.  Multistage decoder for 16-QAM 
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Figure 13.  Multistage decoder for 64-QAM 

 

 

As said before, the code repeats itself on each DRM Super Frame. Each DRM Super frame has 3 

DRM frames. Although the number of OFDM symbols is equal in every FAC channel, the number of 

symbols read before FAC of DRM frame one is different from number of symbols read before decoding 

FAC channel from DRM frame 2. This means that the code used to decode channel SDC for DRM 

frame 1 is different from the one used to decode DRM frame 2. This is possible because the data is 

stored in buffers before being decoded allowing some flexibility between number of reads and the pro-

duction of one AAC frame. It was observed that the code makes 28 reads to produce the AAC frame 

corresponding to the first DRM frame in a DRM Super Frame, 23 for the second and 24 for the third.  

The first channel to be decoded on a DRM Super Frame is SDC which is only present on the first 

DRM frame.  The code first reads five tokens, stores that information on buffers and then starts the de-

coding it with the multistage decoder previously showed on figure 12. One can see on the figure that 

Viterbi is used two times. FAC channel is to be decoded next. 22 reads are made, and multistage de-

coder on figure 11 is used. Viterbi decoder is used 1 time. For MSC multistage decoder on figure 13 is 

used after 3 reads. Viterbi is performed three times. “Pulling out” Viterbi decoding from multistage de-

coder will lead to the task graph represented on figure 14. 
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Figure 14.  Task graph with Viterbi task 

 

 

Drm_task phases are represented on the table from figure 15. For example in SDC in phase 1, 

drm_task needs 5 tokens. After getting these tokens, one token is sent to Viterbi task. When Viterbi task 

has data available, drm_task reads one token from it, corresponding to phase 3. Phases 4 and 5 corre-

spond to sending/receiving another token to Viterbi decoder. For the other phases and channels the logic 

is made in an analogue way. 

 

 

Figure 15.  Drm_task phases 
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Establishing a connection between these phases and figures 11, 12 and 13 we get to table on figure 

14. 

 

 

Figure 16.  Drm_task phases 

    

DRM behaviour is now known, and code can be written in a straightforward way. Task graph previ-

ously showed on figure 14 can represent the code. This task graph represents DRM code after 

synchronization. Before synchronization, DRM reception behaviour is explained on [14]. The behaviour 

is only predictable assuming no failure in DRM receiver, otherwise it will have to synchronize and be-

haviour will not be the same. When DRM receiver starts receiving OFDM symbols, the first channel 

that is need to be decoded is FAC. FAC has information needed to decode SDC and MSC. That is why 

FAC is encoded with 4-QAM. Decoding needs to be reliable and fast. If SDC or MSC parameters 

change in time, this change is alerted in FAC, so, although SDC is the first channel to be decoded in a 

DRM Super Frame, DRM receiver needs FAC information from a previous DRM Super Frame in order 

to decode the first SDC channel. 

Now that Viterbi was “pulled out”, a new tile Viterbi Accelerator was created. Connections through 

the network were established and many simulations with different execution times were made. Results 

are in Chapter 4. 
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4.3 DRM data dependencies between phases 

 

After sending data to Viterbi accelerator, TriMedia (where DRM reception application is running) is 

stopped wasting processing time.  DRM data dependencies were studied in order to plan a solution to 

load some work in TriMedia while Viterbi accelerator is processing information.  

Figure 17 represents the different phases grouped by channels (FAC, SDC and MSC) on a DRM Su-

per frame with a distinct separation between drm_task and Viterbi task. There is always a data 

dependency on the code in each channel, and for that reason, the figure shows not all the phases, but 

group of phases for each channel. 

Data dependencies between two consecutive DRM Super Frames are showed in the block diagram 

on figure 18.  Phases in the same channel have always dependencies as shown in figure. After synchro-

nization, the first channel that needs to be decoded is FAC (it does not depend on any other channel). 

SDC and MSC depend on FAC parameters. The receiver starts storing symbol data after acquiring syn-

chronization and after CRC check for FAC of frame two passes. Synchronization is done and the 

receiver has necessary information to decode SDC. As phase SDC 1 is only for reading and storing in-

formation it does not need FAC information. It will only need FAC information on SDC2. The same 

happens with MSC with the difference that MSC needs FAC and SDC to be decoded.  

 

 

Figure 17. Drm_task phases and Viterbi task 
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Note that FAC parameters may change in time. When that happens, there is a FAC parameter (clause 

6.3.3 on ETSI TS 101 980 v1.1.1), Reconfiguration Index, that is set to a number different from 0 (when 

0 means FAC is not going to change). If the number is for instance 5, this number will be decreased by 

one in each Super Frame. When that parameter is 1, FAC will change on the next Super Frame. Changed 

Parameters are signalled on advance in SDC data entity type 10 (clause 6.4.3.11 on ETSI TS 101 980 

v1.1.1). This way the receiver has more time to make necessary adjustments in order to cope with the 

change of parameters. 

One possible solution on running the code in parallel could be for example, running SDC1 from Su-

per Frame 1 between FAC2 and FAC3 while Viterbi is being performed. Many other approaches like 

this can be made. Execution times of these tasks are important to be able to implement the best solution. 

Values are presented on chapter 5.  
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Figure 18.  DRM data dependencies between phases 
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5 Results 

 

5.1 The Viterbi accelerator 

 

Viterbi accelerator was implemented on the Car Radio simulator. To obtain results, several simula-

tions were realized with different execution times for the Viterbi accelerator. The simulator was reading 

input data from a .txt file with OFDM symbols in the form of floats. These symbols were obtained with 

a Spark DRM transmitter. This is a freeware software DRM transmitter that has the option to store the 

OFDM symbols in a text file. This tool accepted as input .wav files. Several different configurations 

were possible. Configurations were made in accordance with the Car Radio configuration, already men-

tioned on Chapter 4.  

Figure 19 shows the number of cycles used to produce AAC Super frames. An AAC super frame is 

produced per DRM frame. On the first DRM frame of one DRM super frame, SDC has to be decoded 

besides MSC and FAC. That is the reason of the peaks of cycles observed on the figure for AAC super 

frame 1, 4 and 7.  

 

 

Figure 19. TriMedia cycles at 350 MHz 
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Simulation number 1 (DRM no FB + AAC_reference) is a simulation with DRM receiver running on 

TriMedia. FB stands for Feedback. In simulation 2, Viterbi decoding was already being decoded on 

Viterbi accelerator. On this first stage of the Viterbi accelerator testing data was being sent in more 

amounts than actually needed. This is because, at this time, the amount of data needed for each stage 

decoding (regarding to FAC, SDC or MSC), was not precisely known. Viterbi decoding on FAC needs 

much less data than Viterbi decoding on MSC, but exact values were not known. On this simulation, 

enough data was sent for each channel decoding, to guarantee the correct decoding. This is the reason 

why cycle consuming in this simulation with only 1ns of execution time, is higher than number of cy-

cles used on simulations 3, 4, 5 and 6 which have execution times higher. From simulation 3 to 

simulation 6, the amount of data needed for each stage of decoding was already known, thus, data sent 

over the NoC was substantially reduced when compared to data sent over NoC in simulation 2. The only 

parameter that varies in simulations 3, 4, 5 and 6 is the execution time of Viterbi accelerator. One can 

observe that simulation 6 has the higher results. 

This graphic relates the number of cycles with the number of the frame produced. Frame 0 is dis-

carded due to the fact that the first AAC super frame produced contains the synchronization and so the 

value is very high. 

Figure 20 shows a detailed table of values obtained. Last column shows the percentage of gain in 

number of cycles in comparison with the number of cycles used with Viterbi decoding being performed 

on TriMedia. Viterbi decoding number of cycles was estimated to be 10 % of DRM Receiver. From the 

table one can see that gains of 5% were achieved. Even with an execution time of 100000ns gains 

achieved were 4%. Gains could be much higher parallelising the code and the Viterbi Accelerator could 

be also useful and maximize efficiency if another application besides DRM Receiver uses Viterbi de-

coding. One can say that Viterbi Accelerator can be useful in achieving a better efficiency in a 

multiprocessor system. Execution times of a hardware Viterbi accelerator are unknown. 
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Figure 20.  TriMedia cycles table 
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5.2 DRM data dependencies and phase cycles 

 

 

As seen before, DRM data dependencies allow the load of some work in TriMedia while Viterbi ac-

celerator is processing data. The measurements presented on this chapter are to see if the amount of data 

or possibly an entire phase can be processed in the TriMedia while Viterbi accelerator is working. For 

this, we will need the number of cycles of each phase. 

First, the number of cycles was computed for two entire super frames. Table on Figure 21 shows the 

number of instructions and cycles used. Measurements were made with debugging messages at the be-

ginning and end of the reception code and AAC decoder. 

 

 

Figure 21.  Instructions and cycles used in two DRM super frames 

 

Next step was to measure cycles/instructions of each phase. Measurements were made with debug-

ging messages at beginning and end of each phase (see Figure 16). Figure 20 shows the results. These 

values represent the number of cycles/instructions discarding cycles used in reading, storing and in the 

code after channel decoding to the end of DRM receiving process function. Cycles used on these parts 

of the code are in Figure 22 and 23.  
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Figure 22.  DRM super frame cycles/instructions without readings and storing 

 

 

Figure 23.  Number of cycles/instructions used on reading and storing 
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Figure 24.  Cycles/instructions used in the code after the channel decoding 

 

Adding these values to the ones on Figure 22, we get the final values. These are represented on Fig-

ure 23. Summing the number of cycles/instructions of each phase and comparing these values to 

measurements obtained on Figure 21 (precise values of cycles/instructions in each super frame), we can 

see that the error is minor corresponding to a precision on the values of 99.4%, and so, measurements 

are valid. All these values can be consulted more in detail in the CD provided with the dissertation. 

  

 

Figure 25.  Cycles used in DRM phases 
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This tables show that it is possible to put some load in to the TriMedia while Viterbi accelerator is 

performing. Time used in Viterbi decoding is comparable to some phases. With this and the information 

on the chapter of DRM data dependencies it is possible to map tasks in to the TriMedia while Viterbi 

decoding is being performed.  
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6 Conclusion 

 

6.1 Summary 

 

The most important issue on this work was to know the advantages and disadvantages of having a 

specific processor performing Viterbi decoding. Although this processor is faster than TriMedia per-

forming this task, because it is designed specifically to perform Viterbi decoding, time wasted 

transferring data through the silicon network between processors has to be taken in account. On this 

context, the initial scope of this work was to answer the following questions: 

What is the application performance when communication between processor caches and system 

memories are made through a silicon network? Does the extra latency introduced by the silicon network 

affect too much the performance? 

Will it be worth, from the performance of the system point of view, to use a hardware accelerator for 

Viterbi decoder, taking in account the communication time between the TriMedia and the accelerator? 

As the simulator has real-time constrains, the worst case performance is as much or even more rele-

vant than the medium case observed in the simulator. What is the performance worst case and what is 

the difference between the worst case and medium case? 

 

6.2 Evaluation 

 

DRM receiver application was the main subject around this dissertation. Most of the time spent on 

studying DRM and Catena’s software. Working around DRM receiver code was a big time consuming 

job. The code was deeply rewritten, altered and new functionalities were added to the application. In the 

early stage of the dissertation, DRM receiver did not produce any audible file, which made the task of 

checking if a right demodulation had taken a part more difficult. Functions from FAAD were used to be 

able to produce audible outputs. As these functions accepted as input AAC frames, and DRM receiver 

was producing AAC super frames, new functions to transform AAC super frames in frames were cre-

ated. Some functions from Spark DRM Receiver (developed by Volker Fischer) were also used. In the 

end, DRM Receiver was producing an audible file. This would make the DRM application easier to test 

and experiencing changes in the code. The production of an audible audio file equal to the inputted file 

would prove that everything was gone well.  
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“Pulling out” the Viterbi task was revelled to be much more difficult than predicted. Same behaviour 

was expected when decoding FAC or MSC channel for every DRM frame because one AAC Super 

Frame is produced per DRM frame, and that was not at all the real behaviour of the Receiver. Different 

behaviour in each channel and in each frame was not easy to observe, but after knowing the complete 

behaviour, “pulling out” Viterbi decoding was fast and simple. The code was rewritten in a straight for-

ward way, and the new tile Viterbi decoder was created. After these jobs were done, simulations and 

experiences started. Results were obtained, a Data Flow graph was obtained and data dependencies were 

studied.  

Results show that the insertion of the tile Viterbi decoder brought some benefit. Speed gains on 

DRM receiving around 5 % were achieved. This is an acceptable value considering that Viterbi decod-

ing represents around 10 % of the DRM receptor. Although real execution times of a Viterbi accelerator 

are not known, simulations with really high execution times were made and demonstrated to have high 

speed gains also. 

From the study made on data dependencies, one can conclude that there are always data dependen-

cies when demodulating the same channel. It is not possible to shift phases in the same channel (FAC, 

SDC, MSC). It is possible though, to shift phases from different channels between them because they do 

not depend on each other’s unless the receiver is in synchronization mode. In this case, channels may 

depend on the information carried on other channels to be decoded. When not in synchronization, there 

are many possibilities to shift phases because Viterbi decoding consumes enough time to be able to map 

a task in TriMedia while Viterbi accelerator is working. The results show that latency introduced in the 

silicon network do not compromise speed gains obtained with the addition of a Viterbi accelerator. The 

possibility of shifting phases reinforces this idea. 

 

 

 

6.3 Future Work 

 

Design, test and implement solutions with phases shifted in many ways would be the next step. 

Results show that reading, demodulating and storing phases consumes much more cycles than any 

other phase. It was verified that these read/storing phases have no data dependencies with other phases. 

The DRM application may take advantage on running these phases on other processor in an asynchro-

nous way. For example, this processor could be reading, demodulating and storing FAC information 

(were most cycles are used), and perform MSC multistage decoding, producing and decoding an AAC 
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super frame at the same time. These two pieces of code use almost the same number of cycles, and this 

solution could decrease significantly the processing speed of the application. 

As this was the first step regarding to DRM application on Hijdra Architecture, this work is left still 

with many other possible solutions in order to get even more efficient performances. 
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Appendix A – Multilevel encoding/decoding 

 

Introduction 

 

Conventionally in digital communication, channel coding is designed and performed separately from 

modulation. In the cases of both block codes and convolutional codes, error control is achieved by re-

placing k-tuple message with a well-structured n-tuple codeword, where n > k. Transmission of these (n-

k) redundant symbols requires either a bandwidth expansion or a reduction of data rate. Either case re-

sults in lowering the information rate per channel bandwidth, known as the bandwidth efficiency. This 

type of channel coding is suitable for power limited channels without bandwidth constraints, where 

bandwidth efficiency is traded for increased power efficiency and coding gain or reliability is achieved 

at the expense of bandwidth expansion or reduction of data rate. However, using a combined modulation 

and coding scheme known as coded modulation or bandwidth efficient coding, that achieves coding 

gain with little or no bandwidth expansion. At first, it may seem that this statement violates some basic 

power-bandwidth-error probability trade-off principle. However, there is still a trade-off at work. Coded 

modulation achieves coding gain at the expense of increased decoder complexity. In 1982, Ungerbock 

[5] showed that by combining coding and modulation properly, significant coding gain over uncoded 

modulation systems can be achieved without compromising bandwidth efficiency. Since that, a great 

deal of research effort has been expended in bandwidth efficient coded modulation for achieving reli-

able communication on band limited channels [4]. 

 

 

Multilevel encoding and modulation 

 

The channel encoding process on DRM is based on a multilevel coding scheme. The principle of 

multilevel coding is to join optimization of coding and modulation to reach the best transmission per-

formance. This denotes that more error prone bit positions in the QAM mapping get a higher protection. 

The different levels of protection are reached with different component codes which are realized with 

punctured convolutional codes, derived from the same mother code. 

The decoding in the receiver can be done by a multistage decoder, either straightforwardly or 

through an iterative process. Consequently the performance of the decoder with errored data can be in-

creased with the number of iterations and hence is dependent on the decoder implementation. 
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Depending on the signal constellation and mapping used, five different schemes are applicable. For 

simplicity we will consider a less complex and more general case 

 

Ungerboeck rules 

 

 The Euclidean distance between the valid paths on the trellis diagram must be the biggest possi-

ble. With this objective Ungerboeck established some rules to obtain better TCM (Trellis coded 

Modulation) schemes [8]. With Ungerboeck rules we establish a biunivoc correspondence between 

paths on the trellis diagram and the sequence of the transmitted signal. As said above decoding is done 

using the Viterbi decoder. Combining sequence of transmitted bits and the modulation helps us getting a 

stronger code. For that, Ungerboeck established a mapping systematic procedure called “set partition-

ing”. Considering an 8PSK (simpler than QAM 64 used by DRM) constellation with radius (Es)
1/2

, let’s 

divide it in 2, 4 and 8 constellations as shown in Figure 26 

 

Figure 26.  Set partitioning of 8PSK 

 

 

In the original constellation the minimum distance between dots is d0 = 2sen (π / 8) (Es)
1/2 

= 

0,765(Es)
1/2

. In the next groups the distance between dots gets significantly larger. 
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 The 8PSK was considered to simplify the understanding. DRM uses 4QAM, 16QAM or 64, 

QAM. The partitioning is analogue. The important thing is to make Euclidian distances grow when di-

viding the constellation. Notice that in rectangular constellations like QAM, the Euclidean distance 

growth is made by a regular pattern, characteristic that does not verify in non rectangular constellations 

like MPSK.   

 The idea of multilevel coding is to protect each address bit of the signal point by an individual 

binary code at that same level. At the receiver, each code is decoded individually starting from the low-

est level and taking into account decisions of prior decoding stages. But what does this mean? Figure 27 

[9] illustrates a general multilevel encoder and the corresponding multistage decoder. 

 

Figure 27.  (a) – Multilevel encoder; (b) – Multistage decoder 

 

As said above the most significant bits are coded at a higher rate, i.e. less strongly coded. So the mul-

tistage decoder first decodes the LSB from the constellations of a block of received data cells. This 

gives the corresponding stream of data originally sent. The stream can then be re-encoded, so that on 

revisiting the same received constellation points, the receiver knows (to a certain reliability) which LSB 

were mapped onto them. This simplifies the decision as to which the MSB must have been sent. In ef-

fect the distance between a 0 and a 1 for the MSB has been increased, and decoding thus more reliable. 

It is possible to perform multiple iterations of this decoding process, in each case using the recently de-

coded results to improve the reliability of the next step of decoding. In doing this, a modest performance 

benefit can be obtained [10]. 
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 For better understanding, consider for example that the mapper output is a 6. That corresponds 

on the dot illustrated on Figure 28. 

 

Figure 28. 8PSK constellation 

 

Decoder D1 will decode the LSB first (LSB was highly coded), and if correct, X1 will correspond to 

0. Knowing the LSB = 0, dots 1, 3, 5 and 7 are obviously excluded from the constellation. When the 

decoder gets to the MSB he only has to chose between two dots that have a big distance between them, 

making the decoding more reliable even with the MSB at a high rate. Resuming, combining channel 

coding with modulation, gives us a powerful transmission scheme. 

 

Interleaving 

 

Figure 29 [8] illustrates a multilevel encoder/multistage decoder for DRM. 

 

Figure 29.  (a) – Multilevel encoder; (b) – Multistage decoder 

 

Although the encoder provides us the capability to detect and correct errors (to a certain limit), when 

interference occurs, it usually occurs in a certain time span affecting many bits in the same place, mak-
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ing impossible to correct errors at the receiver. In order to get around this problem, an interleaver is used 

to shuffle bits before they are sent in a wireless connection. When an error burst occurs, it will then af-

fect bits from many frames and not just one or two, making possible the detection and correction of the 

error. The situation is illustrated on Figure 30. 

 

 

Figure 30. Interleaving 

 

A cell-wise interleaving shall be applied to the QAM symbols (cells) of the MSC after multilevel en-

coding with the possibility to choose low or high interleaving depth (denoted here as short or long 

interleaving) according to the predicted propagation conditions. The basic interleaver parameters are 

adapted to the size of a multiplex frame which corresponds to NMUX cells. For propagation channels 

with moderate time-selective behaviour (typical ground wave propagation in LF and MF) the short in-

terleaving provides sufficient time- and frequency diversity for proper operation of the decoding process 

in the receiver (spreading of error bursts). The same block interleaving scheme as used for bit interleav-

ing in the multilevel encoder is always applied to the NMUX cells of a multiplex frame.  



Appendix B – Viterbi decoder

 

Performing Viterbi Decoding 

 

Perhaps the single most important concept to aid in understanding the Viterbi algorithm is the trellis 

diagram. The figure below shows the trellis diagram for our example rate 1/2 K = 3 convolutional e

coder, for a 15-bit message:  

The four possible states of the encoder are depicted as four rows of horizontal dots. There is one co

umn of four dots for the initial state of the encoder and one for each time instant during the message. 

For a 15-bit message with two encoder memory flushing bits, there are 17 time i

0, which represents the initial condition of the encoder. The solid lines connecting dots in the diagram 

represent state transitions when the input bit is a one. The dotted lines represent state transitions when 

the input bit is a zero. Notice the correspondence between the arrows in the trellis diagram and the state 

transition table discussed above. Also notice that since the initial condition of the encoder is State 00

and the two memory flushing bits are zeroes, the arrows st

state.  

The following diagram shows the states of the trellis that are actually reached during the encoding of 

our example 15-bit message:  

The encoder input bits and output symbols are shown at the bottom of t

spondence between the encoder output symbols and the 
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Viterbi decoder 

Performing Viterbi Decoding  

the single most important concept to aid in understanding the Viterbi algorithm is the trellis 

diagram. The figure below shows the trellis diagram for our example rate 1/2 K = 3 convolutional e

he encoder are depicted as four rows of horizontal dots. There is one co

umn of four dots for the initial state of the encoder and one for each time instant during the message. 

bit message with two encoder memory flushing bits, there are 17 time i

0, which represents the initial condition of the encoder. The solid lines connecting dots in the diagram 

represent state transitions when the input bit is a one. The dotted lines represent state transitions when 

a zero. Notice the correspondence between the arrows in the trellis diagram and the state 

transition table discussed above. Also notice that since the initial condition of the encoder is State 00

and the two memory flushing bits are zeroes, the arrows start out at State 002 

The following diagram shows the states of the trellis that are actually reached during the encoding of 

The encoder input bits and output symbols are shown at the bottom of the diagram. Notice the corr

spondence between the encoder output symbols and the output table discussed above. Let's look at that 

the single most important concept to aid in understanding the Viterbi algorithm is the trellis 

diagram. The figure below shows the trellis diagram for our example rate 1/2 K = 3 convolutional en-

 

he encoder are depicted as four rows of horizontal dots. There is one col-

umn of four dots for the initial state of the encoder and one for each time instant during the message. 

bit message with two encoder memory flushing bits, there are 17 time instants in addition to t = 

0, which represents the initial condition of the encoder. The solid lines connecting dots in the diagram 

represent state transitions when the input bit is a one. The dotted lines represent state transitions when 

a zero. Notice the correspondence between the arrows in the trellis diagram and the state 

transition table discussed above. Also notice that since the initial condition of the encoder is State 002, 

 and end up at the same 

The following diagram shows the states of the trellis that are actually reached during the encoding of 

 

he diagram. Notice the corre-

table discussed above. Let's look at that 



in more detail, using the expanded version of the transition between one time instant to the next shown 

below:  

The two-bit numbers labeling the lines are the corresponding convolutional encoder channel symbol 

outputs. Remember that dotted lines represent cases where the encoder input is a zero, and solid lines 

represent cases where the encoder input is a one. (In the figure ab

ing dotted lines are on the left, and the two

OK, now let's start looking at how the Viterbi decoding algorithm actually works. For our example, 

we're going to use hard-decision symbol inputs to keep things simple. (The example source code uses 

soft-decision inputs to achieve better performance.) Suppose we receive the above encoded message 

with a couple of bit errors:  

Each time we receive a pair of channel s

"distance" between what we received and all of the possible channel symbol pairs we could have r

ceived. Going from t = 0 to t = 1, there are only two possible channel symbol pairs we could have 

received: 002, and 112. That's because we know the convolutional encoder was initialized to the all

zeroes state, and given one input bit = one or zero, there are only two states we could transition to and 

two possible outputs of the encoder. These possible outp

The metric we're going to use for now is the Hamming distance between the received channel sy

bol pair and the possible channel symbol pairs. The Hamming distance is computed by simply counting 
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in more detail, using the expanded version of the transition between one time instant to the next shown 

 

numbers labeling the lines are the corresponding convolutional encoder channel symbol 

outputs. Remember that dotted lines represent cases where the encoder input is a zero, and solid lines 

represent cases where the encoder input is a one. (In the figure above, the two-bit binary numbers labe

ing dotted lines are on the left, and the two-bit binary numbers labeling solid lines are on the right.) 

OK, now let's start looking at how the Viterbi decoding algorithm actually works. For our example, 

decision symbol inputs to keep things simple. (The example source code uses 

decision inputs to achieve better performance.) Suppose we receive the above encoded message 

Each time we receive a pair of channel symbols, we're going to compute a metric to measure the 

"distance" between what we received and all of the possible channel symbol pairs we could have r

ceived. Going from t = 0 to t = 1, there are only two possible channel symbol pairs we could have 

. That's because we know the convolutional encoder was initialized to the all

zeroes state, and given one input bit = one or zero, there are only two states we could transition to and 

two possible outputs of the encoder. These possible outputs of the encoder are 00

The metric we're going to use for now is the Hamming distance between the received channel sy

bol pair and the possible channel symbol pairs. The Hamming distance is computed by simply counting 

in more detail, using the expanded version of the transition between one time instant to the next shown 

numbers labeling the lines are the corresponding convolutional encoder channel symbol 

outputs. Remember that dotted lines represent cases where the encoder input is a zero, and solid lines 

bit binary numbers label-

bit binary numbers labeling solid lines are on the right.)  

OK, now let's start looking at how the Viterbi decoding algorithm actually works. For our example, 

decision symbol inputs to keep things simple. (The example source code uses 

decision inputs to achieve better performance.) Suppose we receive the above encoded message 

 

ymbols, we're going to compute a metric to measure the 

"distance" between what we received and all of the possible channel symbol pairs we could have re-

ceived. Going from t = 0 to t = 1, there are only two possible channel symbol pairs we could have 

. That's because we know the convolutional encoder was initialized to the all-

zeroes state, and given one input bit = one or zero, there are only two states we could transition to and 

uts of the encoder are 00 2 and 112.  

The metric we're going to use for now is the Hamming distance between the received channel sym-

bol pair and the possible channel symbol pairs. The Hamming distance is computed by simply counting 



how many bits are different between the received channel symbol pair and the possible channel symbol 

pairs. The results can only be zero, one, or two. The Hamming distance (or other metric) values we 

compute at each time instant for the paths between the states at the previous ti

at the current time instant are called branch metrics. For the first time instant, we're going to save these 

results as "accumulated error metric" values, associated with states. For the second time instant on, the 

accumulated error metrics will be computed by adding the previous accumulated error metrics to the 

current branch metrics.  

At t = 1, we received 002. The only possible channel symbol pairs we could have received are 00

and 112. The Hamming distance between 00

112 is two. Therefore, the branch metric value for the branch from State 00

the branch from State 002 to State 10

equal to zero, the accumulated metric values for State 00

ric values. The accumulated error metric values for the other two states are undefined. The figure below 

illustrates the results at t = 1:  

Note that the solid lines between states at t = 1 and the state at t = 0 illustrate the predecessor

successor relationship between the states at t = 1 and the state at t = 0 respectively. This information is 

shown graphically in the figure, but is stored numericall

cific, or maybe clear is a better word, at each time instant t, we will store the number of the predecessor 

state that led to each of the current states at t. 

Now let's look what happens at t = 2. We received 

symbol pairs we could have received in going from t = 1 to t = 2 are 00

002, 112 going from State 002 to State 10

State 102 to State 11 2. The Hamming distance between 00

and between 10 2 or 012 and 11

error metric values associated with eac

could only be at State 002 or State 10
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ent between the received channel symbol pair and the possible channel symbol 

pairs. The results can only be zero, one, or two. The Hamming distance (or other metric) values we 

compute at each time instant for the paths between the states at the previous time instant and the states 

at the current time instant are called branch metrics. For the first time instant, we're going to save these 

results as "accumulated error metric" values, associated with states. For the second time instant on, the 

or metrics will be computed by adding the previous accumulated error metrics to the 

The only possible channel symbol pairs we could have received are 00

. The Hamming distance between 002 and 002 is zero. The Hamming distance between 00

is two. Therefore, the branch metric value for the branch from State 002 to State 00

to State 102 it's two. Since the previous accumulated error metric values are

equal to zero, the accumulated metric values for State 002 and for State 102 are equal to the branch me

ric values. The accumulated error metric values for the other two states are undefined. The figure below 

 

the solid lines between states at t = 1 and the state at t = 0 illustrate the predecessor

successor relationship between the states at t = 1 and the state at t = 0 respectively. This information is 

shown graphically in the figure, but is stored numerically in the actual implementation. To be more sp

cific, or maybe clear is a better word, at each time instant t, we will store the number of the predecessor 

state that led to each of the current states at t.  

Now let's look what happens at t = 2. We received a 112 channel symbol pair. The possible channel 

symbol pairs we could have received in going from t = 1 to t = 2 are 002 going from State 00

to State 102, 102 going from State 102 to State 01

. The Hamming distance between 002 and 112 is two, between 11

and 112 is one. We add these branch metric values to the previous accumulated 

error metric values associated with each state that we came from to get to the current states. At t = 1, we 

or State 102. The accumulated error metric values associated with those states 

ent between the received channel symbol pair and the possible channel symbol 

pairs. The results can only be zero, one, or two. The Hamming distance (or other metric) values we 

me instant and the states 

at the current time instant are called branch metrics. For the first time instant, we're going to save these 

results as "accumulated error metric" values, associated with states. For the second time instant on, the 

or metrics will be computed by adding the previous accumulated error metrics to the 

The only possible channel symbol pairs we could have received are 002 

is zero. The Hamming distance between 002 and 

to State 002 is zero, and for 

it's two. Since the previous accumulated error metric values are 

are equal to the branch met-

ric values. The accumulated error metric values for the other two states are undefined. The figure below 

the solid lines between states at t = 1 and the state at t = 0 illustrate the predecessor-

successor relationship between the states at t = 1 and the state at t = 0 respectively. This information is 

y in the actual implementation. To be more spe-

cific, or maybe clear is a better word, at each time instant t, we will store the number of the predecessor 

channel symbol pair. The possible channel 

going from State 002 to State 

to State 01 2, and 012 going from 

is two, between 112 and 112 is zero, 

is one. We add these branch metric values to the previous accumulated 

h state that we came from to get to the current states. At t = 1, we 

. The accumulated error metric values associated with those states 



were 0 and 2 respectively. The figure below shows the calculation of the accumula

ciated with each state, at t = 2.  

That's all the computation for t = 2. What we carry forward to t = 3 will be the accumulated error 

metrics for each state, and the predecessor states for each of the four states at t = 2, correspond

state relationships shown by the solid lines in the illustration of the trellis. 

Now look at the figure for t = 3. Things get a bit more complicated here, since there are now two di

ferent ways that we could get from each of the four states tha

are valid at t = 3. So how do we handle that? The answer is, we compare the accumulated error metrics 

associated with each branch, and discard the larger one of each pair of branches leading into a given 

state. If the members of a pair of accumulated error metrics going into a particular state are equal, we 

just save that value. The other thing that's affected is the predecessor

For each state, the predecessor that survives is th

lated error metrics are equal, some people use a fair coin toss to choose the surviving predecessor state. 

Others simply pick one of them consistently, i.e. the upper branch or the lower branch. It proba

n't matter which method you use. The operation of adding the previous accumulated error metrics to the 

new branch metrics, comparing the results, and selecting the smaller (smallest) accumulated error metric 

to be retained for the next time instant

shows the results of processing t = 3: 
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were 0 and 2 respectively. The figure below shows the calculation of the accumula

 

 

That's all the computation for t = 2. What we carry forward to t = 3 will be the accumulated error 

metrics for each state, and the predecessor states for each of the four states at t = 2, correspond

state relationships shown by the solid lines in the illustration of the trellis.  

Now look at the figure for t = 3. Things get a bit more complicated here, since there are now two di

ferent ways that we could get from each of the four states that were valid at t = 2 to the four states that 

are valid at t = 3. So how do we handle that? The answer is, we compare the accumulated error metrics 

associated with each branch, and discard the larger one of each pair of branches leading into a given 

If the members of a pair of accumulated error metrics going into a particular state are equal, we 

just save that value. The other thing that's affected is the predecessor-successor history we're keeping. 

For each state, the predecessor that survives is the one with the lower branch metric. If the two accum

lated error metrics are equal, some people use a fair coin toss to choose the surviving predecessor state. 

Others simply pick one of them consistently, i.e. the upper branch or the lower branch. It proba

n't matter which method you use. The operation of adding the previous accumulated error metrics to the 

new branch metrics, comparing the results, and selecting the smaller (smallest) accumulated error metric 

to be retained for the next time instant is called the add-compare-select operation. The figure below 

shows the results of processing t = 3:  

 

were 0 and 2 respectively. The figure below shows the calculation of the accumulated error metric asso-

That's all the computation for t = 2. What we carry forward to t = 3 will be the accumulated error 

metrics for each state, and the predecessor states for each of the four states at t = 2, corresponding to the 

Now look at the figure for t = 3. Things get a bit more complicated here, since there are now two dif-

t were valid at t = 2 to the four states that 

are valid at t = 3. So how do we handle that? The answer is, we compare the accumulated error metrics 

associated with each branch, and discard the larger one of each pair of branches leading into a given 

If the members of a pair of accumulated error metrics going into a particular state are equal, we 

successor history we're keeping. 

e one with the lower branch metric. If the two accumu-

lated error metrics are equal, some people use a fair coin toss to choose the surviving predecessor state. 

Others simply pick one of them consistently, i.e. the upper branch or the lower branch. It probably does-

n't matter which method you use. The operation of adding the previous accumulated error metrics to the 

new branch metrics, comparing the results, and selecting the smaller (smallest) accumulated error metric 

select operation. The figure below 



Note that the third channel symbol pair we received had a one

lated error metric is a one, and there are two of these. 

Let's see what happens now at t = 4. The processing is the same as it was for t = 3. The results are 

shown in the figure:  

 

Notice that at t = 4, the path through the trellis of the actual transmitted message, shown in bold, is 

again associated with the smallest accumulated error metric. Let's look at t = 5: 

 

At t = 5, the path through the trellis corresponding to the actua

ciated with the smallest accumulated error metric. This is the thing that the Viterbi decoder exploits to 

recover the original message.  

Perhaps you're getting tired of stepping through the trellis. I know I am. Let's

At t = 17, the trellis looks like this, with the clutter of the intermediate state history removed: 
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Note that the third channel symbol pair we received had a one-symbol error. The smallest accum

lated error metric is a one, and there are two of these.  

Let's see what happens now at t = 4. The processing is the same as it was for t = 3. The results are 

 

Notice that at t = 4, the path through the trellis of the actual transmitted message, shown in bold, is 

again associated with the smallest accumulated error metric. Let's look at t = 5:  

 

At t = 5, the path through the trellis corresponding to the actual message, shown in bold, is still ass

ciated with the smallest accumulated error metric. This is the thing that the Viterbi decoder exploits to 

Perhaps you're getting tired of stepping through the trellis. I know I am. Let's

At t = 17, the trellis looks like this, with the clutter of the intermediate state history removed: 

symbol error. The smallest accumu-

Let's see what happens now at t = 4. The processing is the same as it was for t = 3. The results are 

 

Notice that at t = 4, the path through the trellis of the actual transmitted message, shown in bold, is 

 

 

l message, shown in bold, is still asso-

ciated with the smallest accumulated error metric. This is the thing that the Viterbi decoder exploits to 

Perhaps you're getting tired of stepping through the trellis. I know I am. Let's skip to the end.  

At t = 17, the trellis looks like this, with the clutter of the intermediate state history removed:  



 

The decoding process begins with building the accumulated error metric for some number of r

ceived channel symbol pairs, and the hist

with the smallest accumulated error metric. Once this information is built up, the Viterbi decoder is 

ready to recreate the sequence of bits that were input to the convolutional encoder when the

was encoded for transmission. This is accomplished by the following steps: 

First, select the state having the smallest accumulated error metric and save the state number of that 

state. 

Iteratively perform the following step until the beginning of

through the state history table, for the selected state, select a new state which is listed in the state history 

table as being the predecessor to that state. Save the state number of each selected state. This step

called trace back. 

Now work forward through the list of selected states saved in the previous steps. Look up what input 

bit corresponds to a transition from each predecessor state to its successor state. That is the bit that must 

have been encoded by the convolutional encoder.

The following table shows the accumulated metric for the full 15

message at each time t: 

It is interesting to note that for this hard

mulated error metric in the final state indicates how many channel symbol errors occurred. 
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The decoding process begins with building the accumulated error metric for some number of r

ceived channel symbol pairs, and the history of what states preceded the states at each time instant t 

with the smallest accumulated error metric. Once this information is built up, the Viterbi decoder is 

ready to recreate the sequence of bits that were input to the convolutional encoder when the

was encoded for transmission. This is accomplished by the following steps:  

First, select the state having the smallest accumulated error metric and save the state number of that 

Iteratively perform the following step until the beginning of the trellis is reached: Working backward 

through the state history table, for the selected state, select a new state which is listed in the state history 

table as being the predecessor to that state. Save the state number of each selected state. This step

Now work forward through the list of selected states saved in the previous steps. Look up what input 

bit corresponds to a transition from each predecessor state to its successor state. That is the bit that must 

he convolutional encoder. 

The following table shows the accumulated metric for the full 15-bit (plus two flushing bits) example 

 

It is interesting to note that for this hard-decision-input Viterbi decoder example, the smallest acc

mulated error metric in the final state indicates how many channel symbol errors occurred. 

 

The decoding process begins with building the accumulated error metric for some number of re-

ory of what states preceded the states at each time instant t 

with the smallest accumulated error metric. Once this information is built up, the Viterbi decoder is 

ready to recreate the sequence of bits that were input to the convolutional encoder when the message 

First, select the state having the smallest accumulated error metric and save the state number of that 

the trellis is reached: Working backward 

through the state history table, for the selected state, select a new state which is listed in the state history 

table as being the predecessor to that state. Save the state number of each selected state. This step is 

Now work forward through the list of selected states saved in the previous steps. Look up what input 

bit corresponds to a transition from each predecessor state to its successor state. That is the bit that must 

bit (plus two flushing bits) example 

 

input Viterbi decoder example, the smallest accu-

mulated error metric in the final state indicates how many channel symbol errors occurred.  
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The following state history table shows the surviving predecessor states for each state at each time t:  

 

 

The following table shows the states selected when tracing the path back through the survivor state 

table shown above:  

 

 

Using a table that maps state transitions to the inputs that caused them, we can now recreate the 

original message. Here is what this table looks like for our example rate 1/2 K = 3 convolutional code: 

 

   

 

Note: In the above table, x denotes an impossible transition from one state to another state.  

So now we have all the tools required to recreate the original message from the message we re-

ceived: 

 

 

The two flushing bits are discarded.  

Here's an insight into how the trace back algorithm eventually finds its way onto the right path even 

if it started out choosing the wrong initial state. This could happen if more than one state had the small-



est accumulated error metric, for example. I'll use the figure for the trellis at t = 3 again to illustrate this 

point:  

See how at t = 3, both States 01

to State 012 -notice that the bold line showing the actual message path goes into this state. But suppose 

we choose State 112 to start our 

the same as the predecessor state for State 01

mulated error metric. So after a false start, we are almost immediately back on the correct path. 

For the example 15-bit message, we built the trellis up for the entire message before starting 

back. For longer messages, or continuous data, this is neither practical nor desirable, due to memory 

constraints and decoder delay. Research has shown that a 

Viterbi decoding with the type of codes we have been discussing. Any deeper 

coding delay and decoder memory requirements, while not significantly improving the performance of 

the decoder. The exception is punctured codes, which I'll describe later. They require deeper 

to reach their final performance limits. 

To implement a Viterbi decoder in software, the first step is to build some data structures around 

which the decoder algorithm will be implemented. These data structures are best implemented as arrays. 

The primary six arrays that we need for t

A copy of the convolutional encoder 

dimensions of this table (rows x columns) are 2

ing the decoding process. 

A copy of the convolutional encoder 

array needs to be initialized before starting the decoding process.

An array (table) showing for each convolutional encoder current state 

value (0 or 1) would produce the next state, given the current state. We'll call this array the 

Its dimensions are 2
(K - 1)

 x 2
(K - 1)
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est accumulated error metric, for example. I'll use the figure for the trellis at t = 3 again to illustrate this 

 

 

See how at t = 3, both States 012 and 112 had an accumulated error metric of 1. The correct path goes 

bold line showing the actual message path goes into this state. But suppose 

to start our trace back. The predecessor state for State 112

the same as the predecessor state for State 012! This is because at t = 2, State 10

mulated error metric. So after a false start, we are almost immediately back on the correct path. 

bit message, we built the trellis up for the entire message before starting 

es, or continuous data, this is neither practical nor desirable, due to memory 

constraints and decoder delay. Research has shown that a trace back depth of K x 5 is sufficient for 

Viterbi decoding with the type of codes we have been discussing. Any deeper 

coding delay and decoder memory requirements, while not significantly improving the performance of 

the decoder. The exception is punctured codes, which I'll describe later. They require deeper 

nce limits.  

To implement a Viterbi decoder in software, the first step is to build some data structures around 

which the decoder algorithm will be implemented. These data structures are best implemented as arrays. 

The primary six arrays that we need for the Viterbi decoder are as follows:  

A copy of the convolutional encoder next state table, the state transition table of the encoder. The 

dimensions of this table (rows x columns) are 2
(K - 1)

 x 2
k
. This array needs to be initialized before star

A copy of the convolutional encoder output table. The dimensions of this table are 2

array needs to be initialized before starting the decoding process. 

An array (table) showing for each convolutional encoder current state and next state, what input 

value (0 or 1) would produce the next state, given the current state. We'll call this array the 

1)
. This array needs to be initialized before starting the decoding process.

est accumulated error metric, for example. I'll use the figure for the trellis at t = 3 again to illustrate this 

had an accumulated error metric of 1. The correct path goes 

bold line showing the actual message path goes into this state. But suppose 

2 , which is State 102 , is 

, State 102 had the smallest accu-

mulated error metric. So after a false start, we are almost immediately back on the correct path.  

bit message, we built the trellis up for the entire message before starting trace 

es, or continuous data, this is neither practical nor desirable, due to memory 

depth of K x 5 is sufficient for 

Viterbi decoding with the type of codes we have been discussing. Any deeper trace back increases de-

coding delay and decoder memory requirements, while not significantly improving the performance of 

the decoder. The exception is punctured codes, which I'll describe later. They require deeper trace back 

To implement a Viterbi decoder in software, the first step is to build some data structures around 

which the decoder algorithm will be implemented. These data structures are best implemented as arrays. 

table, the state transition table of the encoder. The 

. This array needs to be initialized before start-

table. The dimensions of this table are 2
(K - 1)

 x 2
k
. This 

and next state, what input 

value (0 or 1) would produce the next state, given the current state. We'll call this array the input table. 

. This array needs to be initialized before starting the decoding process. 
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An array to store state predecessor history for each encoder state for up to K x 5 + 1 received channel 

symbol pairs. We'll call this table the state history table. The dimensions of this array are 2
 (K - 1)

 x (K x 5 

+ 1). This array does not need to be initialized before starting the decoding process. 

An array to store the accumulated error metrics for each state computed using the add-compare-

select operation. This array will be called the accumulated error metric array. The dimensions of this 

array are 2
 (K - 1)

 x 2. This array does not need to be initialized before starting the decoding process. 

An array to store a list of states determined during traceback (term to be explained below). It is 

called the state sequence array. The dimensions of this array are (K x 5) + 1. This array does not 

need to be initialized before starting the decoding process. 

Before getting into the example source code, for purposes of completeness, I want to talk briefly 

about other rates of convolutional codes that can be decoded with Viterbi decoders. Earlier, I mentioned 

punctured codes, which are a common way of achieving higher code rates, i.e. larger ratios of k to n. 

Punctured codes are created by first encoding data using a rate 1/n encoder such as the example encoder 

described in this tutorial, and then deleting some of the channel symbols at the output of the encoder. 

The process of deleting some of the channel output symbols is called puncturing. For example, to create 

a rate 3/4 code from the rate 1/2 code described in this tutorial, one would simply delete channel sym-

bols in accordance with the following puncturing pattern:  

 

   

One indicates that a channel symbol is to be transmitted, and a zero indicates that a channel symbol 

is to be deleted. To see how this make the rate be 3/4, think of each column of the above table as corre-

sponding to a bit input to the encoder, and each one in the table as corresponding to an output channel 

symbol. There are three columns in the table, and four ones. You can even create a rate 2/3 code using a 

rate 1/2 encoder with the following puncturing pattern: 

 

   

which has two columns and three ones.  

To decode a punctured code, one must substitute null symbols for the deleted symbols at the input to 

the Viterbi decoder. Null symbols can be symbols quantized to levels corresponding to weak ones or 



weak zeroes, or better, can be special flag symbols that when processed by the ACS circuits in the d

coder, result in no change to the accumulated error metric from the previous state. 

Of course, n does not have to be equal to two. For example, a rate 1/3, K = 3, (7, 7, 5) code can be 

encoded using the encoder shown below: 

 

This encoder has three modulo

outputs. Of course, with suitable puncturing patterns, you can create higher

coder as well.  

 

Note: All information in this Appendix is from 
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weak zeroes, or better, can be special flag symbols that when processed by the ACS circuits in the d

coder, result in no change to the accumulated error metric from the previous state. 

not have to be equal to two. For example, a rate 1/3, K = 3, (7, 7, 5) code can be 

encoded using the encoder shown below:  

This encoder has three modulo-two adders, so for each input bit, it can produce three channel symbol 

able puncturing patterns, you can create higher-rate codes using this e

: All information in this Appendix is from http://home.netcom.com/~chip.f/viterbi/tutorial.html

weak zeroes, or better, can be special flag symbols that when processed by the ACS circuits in the de-

coder, result in no change to the accumulated error metric from the previous state.  

not have to be equal to two. For example, a rate 1/3, K = 3, (7, 7, 5) code can be 

 

two adders, so for each input bit, it can produce three channel symbol 

rate codes using this en-

http://home.netcom.com/~chip.f/viterbi/tutorial.html. 
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Appendix C – User guide 

 

Software 

The software developed on this work can be found on “drm”, “drm_vitsplit”, “drm_graph”,  

“drm_sdf” and “drm_csdf” folders. 

Drm 

Catena’s original code, AAC decoder and functions to produce an audible wav file. 

Drm_vitsplit 

Viterbi was separated from original code and it is running on a separated task. 

Drm_graph 

Synchronization is being performed in a different task (drm_sync.cc). 

Drm_sdf 

The code on this folder was an attempt to first design the SDF graph implement it, and then put the 

respective code inside each task. This method revelled to create many problems. 

Drm_csdf 

This folder contains code written in a straightforward way. Writes and reads for/from Viterbi task are 

out of for loops and if statements. This code permits a big flexibility in shifting phases.  

 

Results 

Measurements can be consulted on CSDF_DRM_graph.xls and ViterbiAccelerator.xls. 

 

ViterbiAccelerator.xls 

This file contains measurements made on Viterbi. 

 

CSDF_DRM_graph.xls 

This file contains three worksheets (Phases, Graph, SDC, MSC, FAC and Reads AAC dbget).  

Phases have a detailed description on the relation between the code and phases. It also has some fig-

ures illustrating data dependencies. 
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Reads AAC dbget worksheet show measurements of the cycles needed for read/store on phases 

SDC1, FAC1 and MSC1 for each frame of a super frame. These values are in table named “Reads”. The 

table on the top-left has cycles/instruction measurements of two super frames. These measurements 

where made with debugging messages at the beginning and the end of DRM receiving function (number 

of instructions is precise).  Measurements of cycles after channel decoding (mlpDecode) are in table 

pos-mlcpDecode.  Cycles regarding to the inside instructions of channel decoding are discarded. “Con-

firm Data” table assures that values are correct (compare to table on top-left). 

Worksheet Phases contain all the most important data measured. On the left, there are three tables 

named frame 0, frame 1 and frame 2. These tables have the values of each phase discarding reading cy-

cles and cycles corresponding to the code after channel decoding (the opposite situation of Reads AAC 

dbget). Tables below these ones have the number of cycles of the read/store action and cycles corre-

sponding to the code after channel decoding. Tables on right show the final result (sum of the rest of the 

tables). Data values can be confirmed with values on Reads AAC dbget. 

  

  

 

 

 

 


